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Abstract

Information about how GRE examinees solve verbal analogy problems
was obtained in this study through protocol analysis. High- and low-
ability subjects who had recently taken the GRE General Test were asked
to "think aloud" as they worked through eight analogy items. These items
varied factorially on the dimensions of vocabulary difficulty (easy vs.
difficult), relationship difficulty (easy vs. difficult), and stem-key
correspondence (independent vs. overlapping). A scoring system was
developed Jiat included three phases: (i) a cognitive process analysis,
(ii) a global description of the subjects' strategies, and (iii) an
evaluation of their performance. Overall we found that vocabulary and
correspondence tended to have multiple effects on how subjects solved
analogies and affected whether they solved them correctly. On the other
hand, relationship difficulty tended to affect whether or not subjects
achieved correct solutions but not how they attained solutions. As
expected, high-ability subjects tended to use higher-level or more
sophisticated strategies more often than low-ability subjects. However,
the use of higher-level strategies was common for both groups of subjects.
The results are compared with those reported in the cognitive science
literature. In addition, the implication of these results for test
development and the usefulness of the protocol methodology are discussed.
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Introduction

Overview

The present etudy represents a collaborative effort by Educational
Testing Service test development staff and research staff to improve our
understanding of how students taking the Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
actually solve one kind of problet on the GRE General Test. The problem
domain selected for investigation was verbal analogy items, and the
research method of choice was the analysis of thinkaloud protocols
obtained from subjects as they worked through actual GRE analogy items.
It was expected that such an approach would provide information that
would be useful to test developers as well as extend our knowledge of the
cognitive processes that underlie performance on analogy items.

In the following pages, the nature and purpose of GRE analogy items
are described. The potential benefits of this research from the perspective
of test development and cognitive science arediscussed. Next, relevant
research about how analogies are solved is summarized. Finally, the
research questions that guided the present inquiry are detailed and the
experimental approach described.

GRE Verbal Analogies

Verbal ability, as measured by the ORE General Test, is defined as
the ability to reason with words in solving problems. While knowledge of
individual words is an important component of verbal ability as it is
conceived for prospective graduate students, verbal reasoning also
involves the ability to perceive, analyze, and apply relationships among
words or groups of words and longer written passages.

The verbal ability measure in the GRE General Test is composed of
four item types: antonyms, analogies, sentence completions, and reading
comprehension. The first thtee of these item types are often referred to
as "discrete verbal items" since each item is based on a unique stimulus.
As the amount of context provided in the stimulus of each item type
increases--from a single word in antonyms to a pair of words in analogies,
to a sentence in sentence completions, and finally to a reading passage
of 150 or 450 words in reading comprehension--additiontl skills beyond
vocabulary knowledge are required. In particular, the tmportance of
discerning relationships, making inferences, and evaluating and applying
information increases.

GRE analogy items would appear to occupy an intermediate position on
this continuum. Analogy items are composed of a given a pair of words,
the stem, and five options, each consisting of a pair of words. Examinees
are instructed to choose the option whose pair of words best expresses a
relationship similar to that expressed in the original pair. A GRE
analogy item is chosen for inclusion in a test on the basis of its
statistical parameters (determined by pretesting) and certain content and
psychometric characteristics called for y test specifications.



The Test Development Perspective

From the perspective of test development staff, greater knowledge of
the cognitive skills required in the solution of GRE analogy items would
be of immediate as well as extended benefit.

Virtually all verbal items are written by test development staff.
Item writers can and do tailor items specifically to meet content specifi-
cations, but they can regulate item difficulty only approximately. Among
the analogy item features that an item writer can most easily manipulate
to influence item difficulty are the level of vocabulary difficulty of
the individual words, the complexity of the relationship between the
given words, and the degree of difficulty in eliminating the distracters
(the "closeness" of the distracters). Particularly with regard to the
latter two features, an item writer relies primarily on intuitive judgment
as to how complex examinees are likely to find a particular relationship
or how "close" they are likely to find a particular distracter. This
judgment is based largely on the item writer's having obs-rved the
statistical performance of past items and inferring what might have
contributed to the observed item parameters. Knowledge of how examinees
approach the solution of items would show to what degree test development
assumptions about examinee performance are correct.

By providing evidence of how examinees actually go about solving
analogy items and what aspects of items appear to contribute to item
difficulty, research can help suggest ways in which test development staff
could more efficiently produce items with desired content and psychometric
characteristics. As with many item pools, it is not easy develop
analogy items in the upper range of the difficulty scale that discriminate
satisfactorily. Item writers try, insofar as possible, to develop high-
difficulty items that do not depend excessively on the use of arcane
words since it is felt that, although GRE analogy items are verbal
reeooning items and do depend extensively on wold knowledge, antonym
items are a more appropriate place to test vocabulary knowledge per se.
For example, information about the influence of vocabulary on item
difficulty would be helpful to item writers, as would information
concerning the interaction of vocabulary difficulty and relationship
difficulty. In addition, evidence of how and why examinees choose
EEm& answers would help item writers in the development of effective
distracters, a prime means of influencing item difficulty.

Cognitive !sience Pers ective

Recent developments in many areas of cognitive science research
indicate that it is possible not only to understand how humans organize
information processes in performing cognitive tasks, but also to understand
how individual differences in general cognitive aptitudes are related to
information processing differences (Glaser & Pellegrino, 1978; Hunt, 1978;
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Sternberg, 1982; Whitely, 1980). The quest for knowledge of the latter
sort is just beginning and it holds promises for the development of
cognitive foundations for the sorts of general aptitudes measured on
testing instruments such as the GRE General Test and, in particular, on dm
verbal ability section of the test.

The pursuit of this quest for us is best founded on the study of
information processing strategies underlying a single variety of item
type found on the verbal ability subtest. By focusing on a single item
type such as analogies, we can draw on specific cognitive research that
describes in detail the kinds of problem solving required by this item
type. In addition, individual differences in strategies that contribute
to success in solving this item type can be observed.

Because of the exploratory nature of the present study and the need
to focus in detail on specific processing issues, this study does not
examine connections between psychometric indices of item difficulty and
discrimination, and the strategies utilized by examinees, although
attention is given specifically to examinees' ability to solve analogies
as they occur on the GRE test. Psychometric research at the item level
would be a valuable complement to the present study, but such work Would
require specialized research designs.

Research on Solving yerbal_Analogies

Psychologists have long been interested in how analogies are Solved,
but recent research has been stimulated by the rise of cognitive psychologY
in the late 1960s and the development of cognitive components theorY in
the 1970s (Sternberg, 1977). Connolly and Wantman (1964) conducted an
important early study analyzing performance on SAT verbal analogy items.
Their study is notable because the format of SAT analogies is identical
to that of GRE analc4ies. Connolly and Wantman employed protocol analysis
techniques to categorize nine subjects' problem-solving performance on 25
analogy items. Sixty-seven different performance categories were utilized,
These categories intermixed evaluations of performance with descriptions
of strategies used by subjects. Sample categories included "skips unfami-
liar terms," "justifies choice with incorrect logic," "reads stem and
immediately states keyed response," and "appears to be guessing between
two possibilities." Of the 67 categories, only 14 were used frequently
in protocol coding.

Connolly and Wantman found a propensity among some subjects to pay
special attention to the first answer option in each analogy problem.
Subjects showing this propensity often revised the relationship they had
initially inferred for the stem pair so it fit the characteristics of the
first option pair. They also found that some subjects selected the key
(i.e., correct pair of words) although they showed a clear misunderstand-
ing or an imprecise understanding of the meanings of words in the keyed

1 0



to follow a simple generate-and-test problem-solving app==oach in which
they consecutively evaluated the fit of options given tbeza target relation-
ship required. In contrast, on hard itmn, subjects Were!m more prone to
evaluate the options before arriving at the stem relationship necessary
for solving a problem. In describing ads work, Fellegri-_no and Glaser
(1980) state:

The protocol data revealed theta process of
successively refining the rule consistently
occurred across the alternativeset, and the
extent to which this process wN involved was
a function of the degree of preclSion in
originally defining the rule mid the potential
answer. (p. 210)

Heller and Pellegrino found some evidence that appeared to distinguish
strategies utilized by the best and worstproblem solvers .- Highly skilld
persons tended to articulate more clearlyreasons why incorrect options
were rejected. Another finding of the Beller and PellegrIno work was thg
detection of semantic appropriateness ofarmwer options g.:.iven the meanings
of terms making up the stem of verbal analogy problems wa _s significantly
related to success in selecting correct responses . The 11,._ore stem and
option words were related to each other intheir rreanings and association,
the more likely subjects were to pick thecorrect answer option. This
result also supports the earlier findingsof Rumelhart arL...,4 Abrahamson
(1973), who found that subjects were sensitive to the semantic relatedned
of terms in their interpretation of the appropriateness o-f verbal analogies.

Whitely and Barnes (1979) investigated Whether aubje--Aots' requests fa
information in an analogy simulation taskmatched various cognitive compr
nent models of verbal analogies proposed by Sternberg (19-77). Sternberg
had postulated that six cognitive components were implica7r-ted in analogies
solution: encoding, inference, mapping,mlication, justification, and
preparation and response. Encoding components were implicmzated in the
recognition of the meaning of words in an armlogy problem . Inferenoe,
mapping, and application components were involved in infer-ring relation-
ships among words, tailoring a relationship between two wcwords so that they
might extend to a third term, and extension of a given re=kationship
between two words to see whether it applied to another pai-Ar of words.
Justification components were involved inevaauating whieEia answer option.s
best completed analogical relationships dgived for the iftwaitial A:B
component of analogies. Finally, prepargicm and respohsema components
were entailed in the production of an answer response to ama problem.

Sternberg (1977) in his early work had hypothesized Mm:hat, although the
ordering of these components was invariant, the manner In which components
were executed might vary. If a componentprocess was cart=ied out in an
exhaustive mode, it would involve thorough consideration c=pf all probleM
elements that were available and approprige to execute tLtaat component once
and for all for the entire problem. In contrast, in a selELf-terminating
mnde, a component process would cease as Non as disconfirmnming evidence
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emerged that it would not work for some element of information under
consideration.

Whitely and Barnes found that their data supported the conclusion
that subjects tended to ask ft.,. information in the order postulated
hy Sternberg and that they utilized a good deal of self-terminating
execution of components. In particular, they found that some subjects
repeatedly asked the experimenter for more and new information about a
relationship between the first two terms of an analogy as they considered
each answer option in turn. This form of processing could occur only if
subjects were executing components in a self-terminating mode rather than
in an exhaustive mode.

Whitely and Barnes also noted that subjects followed some strategies
that were not predicted by Sternberg in his early theory. They noted, for
example, that confirmation that an answer option was correct on occasion
seemed to he different from a notion of justification that could only
involve deciding which among several answer options was the best.

Whitely and Barnes concluded that their data indicated that there
were considerable individual differences in how subjects organized and
-Aecuted compor.nts and that a single general component model of the
verbal analogies solution process was an oversimplification. They called
attention to differences among individuals in their general approach to
problems and to the implications of these differences for the organization
and execution of components in analogy problem solving.

There are two general findings in cognitive components research on
analogy problems that are worth citing briefly in the context of the
present study. One finding by Sternberg (1977) was that highly skilled
problem solvers seem to spend proportionally more time on encoding the
words occuring in analogy problems than in carrying out inference, mapping,
application, and justification components. Skilled subjects also spend
less time proportionately in executing responses to analogy problems.
Alderton, Goldman, and Pellegrino (1985) found evidence that skilled
analogy problem solvers use execution, evaluation, inference, and mapping
components relatively more and exhibit a greater propensity to acilieve
correct analogy problem solutions as a result. Those who are less skilled
in solving analogies tend to become distracted more easily in carrying
out inference and mapping processes. This finding was replicated by
Whitely (1980), who also reported that highly skilled subjects are more
efficient at encoding.

Two recent studies conducted by the GRE Program are also relevant
to the current project. Wilson (1985) investigated relationships between
GRE General Test subscores and undergraduate senior grade point average.
He found that performance on analogy and antonym items was most closely
associated with GPA for English, history, sociology, political science,
education, and economics majors. Performance on analogy and antonym
items was correlated less with GPA for chemistry, computer science,
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mathematics, electrical engineering, biology, and agriculture majors. In
another finding, Wilson also concluded that combined performance on sen-
tence completion and reading comprehension items was a better predictor
of GFA than combined performance on analogy and antonym items. Wilson's
findings are interesting in that they suggest that analogy and antonym
items may require cognitive and academic skills that are more likely to
be cultivated in humanities and social science majors than in scientific
and technical majors.

Other GRE research, by Ward (1982), suggests that performance on
analogy items in a multiple-choice response format is different from per-
formance on a free-response version of these items. Ward found that
availability of answer options was a critical factor in examinees
ability to solve items. Given an analogy of the form A:B as X:Y (read:
"A is to B as X is to Y"), selection of the appropriate pair X:Y from
among answer options depends critically on seeing Which answer option
pair best preserves the full extent of relationships present in the given
pair A:B. When answer options are not given, examinees may construe the
relationship in unexpected ways.

Research Qestions and Approaches

Pilot Nature of the Study. The review of the research literature
suggests that variations in the problem-solving activities of examinees
working GRE analogy problems might be related both to the examinees'
abilities and to the characteristics of the items. Protocol analysis
and cognitive components research as well as psychometrically oriented
research might all contribute to an analysis of these differences. Given
that no previous attempts had been made to apply protocol analysis and
other cognitive research methods and findings to the study of GRE analogy
items, our efforts in the present project were considered exploratory.
Discussion of the design of our study begins with a consideration of the
general questions for research that emerged from a test development per-
spective.

Item Dimensions. From the test development perspective, our work was
gnided in part by an interest in the relationship between item characteris-
tics and examinee strategies. We decided that, rather than focus on item
characteristics as they are laid out in the test specifications, we would
investigate characteristics of analogy items that seemed more likely to
govern the cognitive processes underlying their solutions. Two of the
three item characteristics chosen for this study were level of vocabulary
and complexity of the stem relationship. These two characteristics were
chosen because they are major elements considered by item writers as
they develop analogy items and because they are the features of analogy
items on which the item-type description and "tips" sections of the
Information Bulletin focus. The third item characteristic chosen for
investigation was drawn from the specifications and concerned the nature
of the association or correspondence between stem and key words (indepen-
dent or overlapping). This characteristic was deemed relevant to the

14



study because, among the specifications categories, it appeared to relate
most to a comparison of stem and key and thus potentially to the solution
of an item.

Each of these three item characteristics (vocabulary level, complexity
of key-stem relationship, and stem-key correspondence) was treated
dichotomously, thus yielding eight possible combinations of item character-
istics. The two dimensiors for each variable were as follows: easy vs.
difficult vocabulary, easy vs. difficult relationship, independent
vs. overlapping correspondence.

Co:nitiveAnalsisof Protocols. Two distinct but complementary
approaches to eogni fve analysis of analogy problem solving guided our
work: protocol analysis of problem-solving behavior and cognitive
component research. A great deal of previous problem-solving research
has used think-aloud protocols generated by subjects as they work problems
as the source of data for analyses of problem-solving strategies (see
Newell & Simon, 1972; and Ericson & Simon, 1984, for a review of this
area). Analyses of protocols have most often stressed identification of
subjects' problem-solving plans, including establishment of goals in a
plan hierarchy and implementation of strategies to evaluate and achieve
progress towards goals. Proper use of protocol analysis methods requires
application of a theoretical model of problem-solving behavior that can be
used to interpret the ,Iental acts referred to by utterances in a protocol.
In this study, it was postulated that some of the insights of current
cognitive process models of analogy problem solving would be helpful in
identifying some of the problem-solving strategies alluded to by subjects
who were asked to think aloud as they worked GRE analogy items. Use of a
process approach to guide protocol analysis in this way was exploratory.

Cognitive component approaches to verbal analogy problem solving
investigate the way in which subjects organize and execute important
problem-solving activities. Many research studies in this area use sub-
tractive factor experimental design techniques involving reaction time
measures of performance under various task conditions to demonstrate the
existence and organization of processes. Our approach differed in 'LI:at
we sought to find evidence for the occurrence of processes in the protocol
utterances of persons working GRE verbal analogy items. We sought
evidence for the occurrence of various cognitive processes similar to
those described in cognitive components research that would be congruent
with other evaluations we made of subjects' strategies and problem-solving
effectiveness.

Our review of the research literature on analogy problem solving led
us to postulate five classes of cognitive processes (Pellegrino &
Glaser, 1982; Sternberg, 1982). Eneecoeesses are enacted when
persons read and understand the meaning of individual words in analogy
problems. Tnference and comparison_utIcesses center on inference
of relationships amoug the words making up the stem and options of
analogy problems. The relationships inferred might be between terms
that are explicitly paired or between words that are not explicitly

15
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paired in the statement of a problem. Inference and comparison processses
are at the heart of verbal analogy problem solvirg. To solve GRE analogy
problems, examinees must identify the relationship between the stem word
pair, and they must infer relationships that occur among the word pairs
making up the options. In inferring relationships, persons may also
engage in identifying relationships between words that are not explicitly
paired in a stem or option pair. For example, the research literature
suggests that after they identify a relationship that holds for the stem
pair of words A:B, many subjects go on to infer a relationship between
the first word of the stem pair and the first word of the pair of words
that would complete the analogy. In the cognitive component research
this skill is termed "mapping." More generally, subjects might apply and
test a relationship between one word and any other word in an analogy
problem.

Decision and res onse selection ocesses underlie the critical judg-
ments and choices that examinees must make in narrowing down the possible
answers to an analogy problem. To solve GRP: an4logy problems, examinees
must determine which option word pair best exemplifies the appropriate
relationship between words in the stem pair. Experimental studies of
cognitive processes in verbal analogy problem solving have rarely given
attention to this matter in a manner that captures the complexity of
problem-solving required in solving analogy items on standardized multiple-
choice tests (Goldman & Pellegrino, 1984). Thus, in the context of our
study, we sought to create a range of decision and response selection
subcategories used by examinees in a multiple-choice testing context.

Confirmation processes in this study allude to examinees' statements
of rationales for the selection of answer options. In cognitive process
research this component is sometimes treated as an evaluative process,
that is, in effect, a final mental check on a problem-solving decision.
We wished to be sensitive to valiations in the form and content of
confirmatory comments. In addition, the very act of requiring examinees
to speak about their problem solving might influence some to confirm their
decisions more than others.

We saw a need to specify one further process that has not been
researched extensively in cognitive process research on verbal analogies--
executive processes. Executive processes (cf. metacomponents, Sternberg,
1982) refer to the general strategies that guide and evaluate the effec-
tiveness of an approach to problem solving. Execution of such components
would appear to be critical to the solution of GRE verbal analogy problems
since examinees must determine the general kinds of criteria that
underlie their motivation, allocation of attention, planning of detail, and
monitoring of progress while working test items. The need for executive
processes is particularly apparent in the case of solution of difficult
analogy items, When examinees' must decide on answer options under
conditions of uncertainty and ambiguity.

The value of an expansion of process descriptions to describe solu-
tion of analogy problems that occur on the GRE is consistent with



suggestions made by Goldman and Pellegrino (1984). In a summary of two
previous studies employing protocol analysis to study verbal analogy
problem solving, they stated (p. 163)

..Difficult items often demand a refinement or
redefinition of individual terms and relationships
in order to achieve a solution. This involves various
amounts of recursive processing. The possibility
of such events is generally handled by the concept of
a justification component. However, this general
component can subsume a number of possible recursive
processing sequences. Solution of items representing
the difficulty levels found on actual standardized
tests may involve significant amounts of such recursive
processing. How such a complex process is monitored
and its interaction with individual subject characteristics
remain largely unexplored areas.... The limited
eye-movement data that are available (Bethell-Fox,
Lohman and Snow, 1982) suggest that it is inappropriate
to conclude that all analogy solution conforms to
simple linear process sequences that have been verified
chronometrically for proficient adult reasoners.

Global Descriptions of Examinee Performance. In addition to a
cognitive process description of examinee solutions of analogy items, we
were interested in more global descriptions of examinee performance. Sucu
descriptions were considered to be of value in supplementing the molecular
analysis provided by the cognitive process description and of more immediate
relevance to test development concerns.

The first area of interest was an overall description of an examinee's
approach to the solution of an item. It seemed reasonable to assume
that there would be differences among examinees in the overall strategy
and sequence of steps in item solution and, possibly, differences in overall
strategy and sequence of steps among different classifications of items.
For example, it was thought that some examinees would first state the
relationship between the stem words, apply that relationship to some
or all of the five options, and then choose an answer, and that other
examinees would follow a different strategy.

In addition, we were interested in more general descriptions of the
extent to which examinees engaged in certain of the cognitive processes
described above. Questions we regarded as relevant here included whether
or not examinees applied an overall criterion (for example, match of stem
and option relationships) to the solution of an item; whether or not they
attempted to justify their final solution; how they dealt with an item in
which they found two or more options to be equally plausible; and how
they dealt with an item in Which they did not know the meaning of some
words or could not state the relationship between the stem words.

Finally, we were interested in an evaluation of examinees' performance
with respect to vocabulary knowledge and ability to define relationships,

17
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and the relationship of these factors to correct or incorrect solutions
of items. We hoped to learn what led to correct solutions--was it most
often a combination of strong vocabulary and a properly stated relation-
ship, or Was one of these factors more important than the other? Equally
relevant was the issue of what led to an incorrect solution. Knowledge
of the roles played in correct or incorrect item solution by vocabulary
knowledge and ability to formulate word relationships and their interac-
tion was considered to be of direct practical benefit to item writers;
hence our decision to add this final evaluative analysis of examinee
performance to the descriptive analyses outlined above.

Research Plan

The research plan for this study evolved from the collaboration
of test development and research staff and incorporated the concetns
and interests of both. While the methodology was drawn from cognitive
component research, the variables studied and the apecific issues
addressed were those that were thought to be of particular interest to
test development.

Protocols were obtained from subjects who were asked to solve a set
of analogy items aloud. These subjects had recently taken the GRE
General Test. The analogies they were asked to solve were drawn from
the pool of disclosed GRE items and varied on the dimensions of vocabu-
lary difficulty, relationship difficulty, and stem-key correspondence.
The protocols were analyzed on a molecular level to describe the processes
subjects used in detail and on a more global level to describe their
overall strategies and the quality of their solutions.
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Method

The primary questions of interest were how ability level and problem
characteristics affect the way examinies solve analogies. First, subjects
were tested on a paper-and-pencil analogy test to determine their ability
to solve analogies in the format that is used on the GRE test. Then
subjects solved eight additional analogies out loud. The analogies for
thit, part of the experiment consisted of eight types of analogies that
represented the factorial combination of three bidimensional stimulus
characteristics. Three independent groups of subjects, composed of equal
numbers of high- and low-ability subjects, were tested on different sets
of exemplars of the eight analogy types, thus producing three replica-
tions of the experimental design.

Subiect

Thirty-six college students or graduates who had taken the GRE
General Test in December 1983, April 1984, or June 1984 were assigned to
the three experimental groups so that the mean GRE verbal scores for the
groups were approximately equivalent. There were five males and seven
females in two of the groups and four males and eight females in the
third. Two additional subjects were tested, but their data were lost due
to error in the experimental procedure.

Subjects were recruited by two methods. Initially, flyers describing
the experiment were distributed to people leaving GRE test administrations
at Rutgers and Princeton universities in December and in April. In addi-
tion, letters soliciting participation were sent to individuals who had
taken the GRE in June and who resided within a reasonable distance of the
experiment site (Educational Testing Service in Princeton, NJ).

GRE verbal scores for the subjects participating in the experiment
ranged from 310 to 800, and the mean for all 36 subjects was 540.83 (SD =
134.85). The mean GRE verbal score for recent test orms is approximately
480. This difference between our sample and tile overall population
reflects the fact that relatively few low-scoring subjects volunteered to
participate. Subjects were paid $30 for their participation in the experi-
ment and were reimbursed for any travel expenses incurred.

Apparatus_and Materials

A paper-and-pencil analogy test was administered. In addition, a
series of analogy items typed on individual index cards were given to the
subjects. A cassette tape recorder was also used.

19
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Stimuli

The paper-and-pencil analogy test consisted of 22 items from the
pool of disclosed GRE analogies. The test was administered to all
subjects, Who were given 11 minutes to camplete it. The test was
constructed to be parallel in content specifications to the analogy items
included in the verbal sections of an operational GRE General Test (the
verbal score is based on two test sections totaling 76 items, of which
18 are analogy items). The paper-and-pencil test was constructed to be
slightly harder than the analogy sections of recent test forms because of
the higher GRE verbal score level of the 36 subjects; the test was made
up of 22 rather than 18 items in order to include some additional harder
items.

For the second experimental task, three sets of ten analogies were
constructed. The first two items were the same for all three sets and
functioned as warm-un trials. The next eight items were different tor
each set. These items varied factorially on three dichotomous stimulus
dimensions: (i) vocabulary (easy vs. difficult), (ii) relationship
(easy vs. difficult), and (iii) stem-key correspondence (overlapping vs.
independent). Two of the experimenters independently classified the
items in the pool of disclosed GRE analogies on these three stimulus
dimensions. Experimental items were selected from those on which there
was agreement between the two experimenters. Different exemplars of the
eight possible combinations of these dimensions were selected for each
stimulus set, producing three parallel sets of items. The three sets of
items were selected to be as equivalent in difficulty level as possible.
The three sets of items were equivalent in difficulty and r-biserial
(item-test correlation). The mean difficulty of each set fell between
delta 12.0-12.1 (delta is a standard deviate with a mean of 13 and a
standard deviation of 4), and items in each set ranged from delta 8-9 to
delta 15. The mean r-biserial of each set fell between .50-.51 (the mean
delta and r-biseral for the GRE verbal sections are 11.9-12.1 and .50-.34,
respectively).

A copy of the paper-and-pencil test and of the three sets of analogies
can be found in Appendix A.

Procedure

The experiment Consisted of two tasks. First, subjects were allowed
11 minutes to complete a 22-item analogy test. For the second task, the
subjects solved a set of 10 analogies out loud. This set consisted of
two practice items and eight experimental items. The experimental items
were administered in a different random order to each subject.

This second task was divided into four phases. First, subjects were
told that they were to think aloud as they worked through each problem.

2 0
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Subjects were instructed to say anything that came to mind even if it
seemed irrelevant. However, it was pointed out that the experimenter
was particularly interested in information about the subjects' ideas
concerning the relationship between words in a pair, their knowledge of
the vocabulary, and how they were deciding what the correct answer was.
While subjects were solving the analogies, the experimenter confined her
comments to reminders to think aloud. Subjects were not informed during
this phase whether or not their answers were correct, and there was no
time limit for solving the items.

In the second phaso of the task, subjers were asked to arrange th
eight experimental items in order of perceived difficulty and to describe
why some items seemed mrre difficult than others. Next, some subjects
were asked to review tlie analogies and to explain more fully why they had
eliminated some options. This request was made only when the experimenter
thought a subject had not been very thorough in the first phase. Final-
ly, all subjects were asked if they wished to know the correct answer and
rationale for any item. The entire test session took between one and two
hours. Subsequently, typists prepared verbatim transcripts of the
ex .rimental session.

Protocol Codin

Only those sections of the transcript that involved the initial
solution of the analogy items in phase 1 were coded. The subjects'
solutions for the various items were randomly assigned to the three
experimenters for coding. The assignment of items was randomized across
subject groups and items so that each experimenter coded material from
almost all the subjects and some examples of each item.

The coding was composed of three distinct phases that represented
alternative ways of describing a subject's performance: process analysis,
global description of strategies, and evaluation of performance.

The process analysis represented a molecular analysis of the protocol,
phrase by phrase, and was based on processes identified in previous
research (Pellegrino & Glaser, 1982; Sternberg, 1982). The behaviors
classified were the explicit statements made by the sub ects. There were
five scoring categories in the process analysis:

encoding comments--statements or phrase that concerned
the meaning of words

2. inference and comparison comments--statements that included a
subject's descriptions of or inferences about the relationships
between words and the application of these inferred relationshiips
to other sets of words
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decision and response selection comments--statements concerning
the likelihood that an option was correct or the selection or
elimination of options as the answer

4. confirmation commentsexplicit rationales given following the
selection of an answer

5. executive comments--statements concerned with planning and carry-
ing out a chosen course of action

The second_stage of coding involved relatively more global judgments
of the subjects' strategies. In this stage, consideration was given to a
subject's overall strategy in solving an item, to whether or not the
subject applied a criterion in achieving the solution, to ubether or not
the subject justified his or her solution, and to the strategies the
subject employed (or did not employ) when there appeared to be more than
one plausible answer to an item and he or she had difficulty understanding
sane words or the relationship between stem and key.

In the final stage of coding, each subject s performance was evaluated
in terms of his or her knowledge of the meaning of the words in an item
and the correctness of his or her delineation of the relationship between
stem and key. In addition, the subject's performance was evaluated in
terms of what led to a correct or an incorrect solution of an item. A
detailed description of the coding system is presented in Appendix B.

A subset of six analogies was coded by all three experimenters to
assess intercoder reliability prior to the actual coding. The reliability
data for the three sections of the coding system are presented in Table 1.
For die process analysis, intercoder correlations were computed for the
frequency of occurrence of each type of statement provided that at least
one of the three experimenters had coded that type of statement as
having occurred at least once. Thus, the correlations in Table 1 are a
conservative estimate of interscorer reliability in that data for the
coding categories that all three coders agreed had not occurred was not
included in the reliability estimate. As can be seen in Table 1, the
correlations among the coder pairs for 126 scoring items ranged from .73
to .78. For the "Description of Strategy" and "Evaluation" sections, the
percent agreement for the applicable categories coding ranges from 63
percent to 95 percent.

Results

Overview

First, the comparability of the three groups of subjects in terms of
their GRE verbal scores, their scores on the paper-and-pencil analogy
test, and their performance on the experimental analogies is discussed.

22
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Table 1

Intercoder Reliability for Cod ng System

Coder

Process Analysis

Correlations between Coders

Coder

1 2

2 .74

3 .73 .78

Description of Strategy

Percent Agreement between Code

Coders

Coder

1

2 95%

2

78% 75%

Evaluation of Performance

Percent Agreement between Coders

Coder

1 2

2 78%

- Coder
3 63% 70%
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The major thrust of the data analysis, however, was to determine how
analogy solution was affected by subject ability level and by the charac-
teristics of the analogy problems (vocabulary, relationship, and
correspondence). The influence of these factors on performance is
discussed separately for each of the three sections of the coding system
(process analysis, strategy desc -iption, and evaluation).

Preliminary analyses were conducted to establish that the three
groups were equal in ability as demonstrated by their GRE verbal scores,
their scores on the paper-and-pencil analogy test, and their performance
on the experimental analogies. As can be seen in Table 2, there were no
differences among the groups on any of these measures. One-way lalyses
of variance on each of these measures produced F-values less than 1.
Correlations among the three measures were significant as expected (see
Table 2). The correlation between the GRE verbal subtest scores and the
paper-and-pencil analogy test scores was higher than that between these
scores and performance on the experimental analogies. This probably
reflects, in part, differences in the methods of test administration,
i.e., timed vs. untimed and paper-and-pencil vs. oral response.

Process Descri tion of Protocols

Dependent Variables. A detailed description of the dependent
variables for this section of the coding system is presented in Table 3.
First, six summary variables that represented the number of comments
coded in each of the five process categories as well as the total number
of comments coded were calculated for each subject for each item. Other
summary variables, such as the number of options read aloud, had been
included in the process coding system but were excluded from the category
totals and treated separately. Finally, two additional variables, rela-
tionship development and option evaluation, were created.

These variables were examined to determine whether the independent
variables of ability level and analogy characteristics had reliable
effects on them. The discussion in the following sections focuses on
those effects that were found to be relatively large and consistent
across the three parallel sets of analogies.

The Effects of Ability Level on Performance. Subjects were classi-
fied as high or low ability on the basis of their CRE verbal scores
(median 555). In Figure 1 the mean frequency per analogy item for the
five types of comments is presented as a function of ability level. The
greatest number of the subjects' comments concerned the relationships
between words. Comments about word meaning and decision processes also
occurred with some frequency, while evidence of confirmation and executive
processes was fairly infrequent. The primary effect of ability level was
a tendency for low-ability subjects to comment more about word meaning
than did high-ability subjects.
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations for Three Measures of

Verbal Skill for Three Groups and Correlations among Measures

Means and Standard Deviations

Group

Measure 1 2 3

GRE Verbal X 537.5 542.5 542.5

(SD) (158.98) (115.14) (138.97)

Analogy Test X 12.25 12.08 12.83

(SD) 3.47) (4.52) (4.28)

Experimental Analogies X 4.75 5.42 4.50

(SD) 1.48) (1.83) (1.78)

Analogy Test

Experimental Analogies

p < .0009

Correlat ons

GRE Verbal

.744**

.440*

Analogy Test

.596**
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Table 3

Dependent Variables in the Process Analysis

Category Summary Variables

Encoding Comments

Inference and Comparison Comments

DecisLon and Response Sele tion Co e_ s

Confirmation Comments

Executive Co ments

Total Number of Comments Scored

Other Summary Variables

Relationship comparisons - number of options whose relationships
were compared with the stem relatlonship

Options read - number of options read aloud

Options processed - number of options proce sed overtly
(i.e., some comment was made about the
options beyond repeating the words)

Unexplained ell inations - number of options overtly eliminated
without explicit reasons

Justified elimina ons - number of options overtly el
with stated reasons

Number of words in protocol

Additional Variables

Relationship development - sum of comments that were statements of
the relationship between words in the
stem or in an option or revisions of
these relationships

Option evaluation - sum of comments about whether or not an
option was a probable correct answer, the
number of options that were explicitly
eliminated, and the number of options
whose relationships were compared to the
relationship of the stem

2 6
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ABILITY LEVEL EFFECTS

ENCOD I & C D 24 F. CONFIRM EXEC
COMMEI,TS

HIGH ABILITYEa LOW ABILITY

Figure 1. Mean frequency per analogy item of the five types of process ng
comments as a function of ability level. Encod = encoding,
I & C = inference and comparison, D & RS = decision and
response selection, Confirm = confirmation, Exec = executive.
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The nine other summary variables were examined for large and consistent
effects. The means and standard deviations for the most tmportant effects
are presented in Table 4. Ability level affected relationship comparisons
and option evaluation. High-ability subjects compared the relationships
for more option pairs with the stem pair than did low-ability subjects;
they also made more comments indicative of option evaluation. There were
tendencies for high-ability subjects to make more comments about the
relationship between words in a pair, eliminate more options with explicit
reasons, and, finally, to talk more when solving analogies.

The Effects of Analogy Characteristics on Performance. The analogy
problems had varied factorially on three characteristics: vocabulary,
relationship, and correspondence. The mean frequency per analogy item is
presented for the five categories of comments in Figure 2 as a function
of vocabulary (Figure 2a), relationship (Figure 2b), and correspondence
(Figure 2c). Vocabulary had the largest effects. As can be seen in
Figure 2a, more comments about encoding processes were made when analogies
had difficult vocabulary than when they had easy vocabulary. In addition,
more executive comments were made for the difficult vocabulary analogies.
There was a tendency for more inference and comparison comments to be
made for the easy vocabulary analogies. The primary effect of relationship
was on executive comments, as more such comments were made for difficult
relationship analogies than for easy relationship analogies. Finally,
encoding comments were the only category affected by correspondence.
More encoding comments were made for analogies with independent correspon-
dence than for those with overlapping correspondence.

With respect to other summary variables, the number of options
processed overtly was greater for analogies with easy vocabulary
(M = 4.26) than for those with difficult vocabulary (M 3.77). None of
the other summary variables was affected by the analogy characte tics.

Summary of Process Analysis. Overall, comments indicative of
inference and comparison processes were most frequent. Those indicative
of encoding processes and of decision and response processes were more
frequent than those about confirmation and executive processes. There
was a trend for low-ability subjects to make relatively more encoding
comments than did high-ability subjects. High-ability subjects compared
option relationships with the stem relationship more frequently and made
more comments evaluating options than did low-ability subjects. Thus,
the picture that emerges is that low-ability subjects expend more effort
in encoding analogy terms and less on comparing relationships and evaluating
options than do high-ability subjects. A possible explanation for this
pattern is that lower-ability subjects have poorer vocabularies. They
may have more difficulty encoding terms and be less able to abstract
relationships because of vocabulary difficulties.

28
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations for Other

Summary Variables by Ability Level

Ability Level
Variables

Total Words X
SD

Low

145.05
(60.21)

High

190.97
(99.22)

Relationship Comparisons X 2.13 3.15
SD ( 86) (1.00)

Justif ed Eliminations X .43 .72
SD (.58)

Relationship Development X 22.23 30.00
SD (10.62) (14.46)

Option Evaluation X
SD

28.6
(1 .02)

40.17
(12.45)
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A. UOCASULARY EFFECTS

V-
C D . RS CONFIRM ENEC

MMENTS
E3 DIFFICULT

B. RELATIONSHIP EFFECTS

D , PS CONF
COMMENTS

LU DIFFICULT

C. CORRESPONDENCE EFFECTS

00ERLAPPINS

_iimA CTs,G0NFIRM ENE

En INDEPENDENT

Figure 2. Mean frequency per analogy item of the five types of processing
comments as a function of three analogy characteristics: A.

vocabulary, B. relationship, and C. correspondence. Encod
Encoding, I & C inference and comparison, D & RS decision
and response selection, Confirm = confirmation, Exec executive.
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The analogy characteristic which had the most impact on performance
was vocabulary. Analogies with difficult vocabulary elicited relatively
more encoding comments and relatively fewer comments about inference and
comparison processes. In addition, more options were processed for
analogies with easy vocabulary. This pattern parallels the one found to
differentiate high and low ability subjects. Encoding processes are more
evident when the analogy terms are difficult. Presumably, subjects do
not expend much effort defining words with which they are familiar and
When the vocabulary is easy, they can focus on inference and comparison
processes and decision and response selection processes.

Strategy Description

The second section of the coding system consisted of questions about
the overall strategy subjects used to solve each analogy and more detailed
questions about the approaches they used in specific situations (e.g.,
when they did not know the vocabulary). These questions are listed in
Table 5 as is the percent of overall responses for each option. In
addition, these data are presented separately for high- and lowability
groups and for the two dimensions of each of the three analogy char-
acteristics (vocabulary, relationship, and correspondence). For those
questions where one of the response options was "does not apply" the data
reported far this category are the percents of instances for which the
questions were not applicable. For the other options in such questions,
the data are the percents of the total reponses to the remaining options.
For example, in Question III, the data for options 1 through 4 represent
the percent of responses for which the question applied while the data
for option 5 is the percent of instances in which the question did not
apply. For the purposes of discussion, only large differences (i.e.,
greater than 10 percent) between groups or levels of a factor will be
considered. These differences are starred in the tables.

Question I concerned the overall strategy subjects used to solve each
analogy. As can be seen in Table 5, the most commonly occurring strategy
was the "ideal" one, or relationship centered. This strategy was more
common for high-ability subjects than for low-ability ones, though even
some of the latter used it more than 50 percent of the time. Vocabulary
difficulty had a large effect on which strategy subjects used. The
incidence of the use of the relationship-centered strategy was 25 percent
higher for analogies with easy vocabulary than for those with difficult
vocabulary, and there was a relatively high incidence of the use of
unsystematic strategies in solving analogies with difficult vocabulary.
Finally, correspondence also affected strategies. Relationship-centered
strategies were more common for analogies with overlapping correspondence
than for those with independent correspodence.

The second question concerned Whether or not subjects used some kind
of criteria to solve each analogy. In fact, subjects did so overwhelmingly
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Effects of Ability Level and analogy Characteristics on Subjects' Strategies

I. Overell Strategy

1. Relationship Centered -

Solution is characterised by a systeaalic approach from

the outset: examinee formulates an RI- at the outlet or

imediltely identifiee key snd justifiee with Is or

Ro Ra-, end then evaluates aole/all options,

2. Relationehip Search -

Solution is characterized by a relatively syatematie

approach from the outset: examinee attempts to formulate

Re et outset, stAtel A vague or tentative 1a or luta

can't formulate Re, theft evaluatei aolebill options and

develops Rs, RAJ, or other stated criterion/criteria

for solution.

3. Alternative Criteria -

Solution is characterized by a lath of evident sYstenatie

opproach at the outset tut during the course of exploring

the item, examinee develops end applico sole Odd

criterion/criteria for solstice; ezaainee does not

sttempt to formulate la at the outset.

4. Unsystematic -

Solution is characterized by lack of evident Oyetetitic

approach throughout: @wino doee not formulate or does

not attempt to formulate R8 At Oat set and doee not

develop and apply stated criterion/criteria during the

course of exploriog the itea,

gi - stem relationship

2
-comparison of option relationship (Ro) and ger' relationship(Rs)

*difference between factor levels greater than or equel to 10I

32

Percent

Analogy Characteristics

Overall

Ability Level

low Hi h

Votabulery

E86 Diff.

Retinae

Ey Diff.

Correspondence

Indep. Overly

62.2 54.9 69 4* 75.0 49.3* 66.7 57.6 54.2 70.1*

19,4 18.8 20.1 16,0 22.9 18.11 20.1 22.9 16.0

10,6 15,3 6.3 8.3 13,2 9.0 12.5 11.8 9.7

7.6 11.1 4.2 0.7 14.6* 6.3 9.0 11.1 4.2

33
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Percent

II. Applicotion_of criteria toward a oolution (choose one)

Ability

LoW

Level

lligh_Inny_

Analogy Characteristics

Vocabulsry

DM,
Rationole

tea Dif I

Cotreupondence

Inder1ps

1. apposro to comport Ri and 8o, ondfor to evaluate fit of 89.6 84.0 0.11 97.2 813' 92.4 86.8 86.1 93.1
R and words

2. fails to opply Any criteria in ach eying solution 10.4 15.0 4.9* 2.8 18:1* 7.5 13.2 j39 6.9

III, DiscritnationaaonLtaIed o _tions (choose one)

44.3 35.1 51.0* 44,7 43,9 53.8 3 .7* 30.0 51.20

10 evaluates competing options by appeal tO already defined

criteria (R, word fit, etc.)

2. redefines criteria Ind rievslustes optiopo
30.7 32.4 29.4 31.0 29.2 33.3 28.6 40.0 25.5'

3. thonsni mayer vith srticulated tenon but not

appeal to criteria

9.1 8.1 9.8 10.6 7.3 2.6 14.3* 0.8 11.6*

4, arbitrarily chooses one option (reason not articulated) 15.9 24.3 9.8* 12.8 19.5 10,3 20.4* 22.5 11.60

5, DM
[69.41 174.3 64,51* 167.4 71,51 172.9 66.01 (72.2 66.71

IV. EvolOn ion and cod tendon of final solution

54.5 58.3 50.7 51.4 57.6 5010 59,0 55.6 53.5

(choose one)

1, confiros solution

2. does not confirm oolution 45.5 41.7 49.3 48.6 42.4 50.0 41.0 44.4 45.5

*difference between factor levels greater than or equal to 10%



Table 5 (cont.)

V. apparent

.knowledge (lore than one lay opply)

1. surdas for meaning of utknow OT partially known wordi

2. infern nesting by appeal to other word(1)

3. infera meaning by appeal to R

4. 'palms word structure

5. reviaes initial defloitioo

6, repeats word with nn improvement in definition

7. Pekes no attempt to figure out unknown words

81 DNA

VI, Mf.tLol_scor-eiv2EgloraLiIldeded_incariete
derivation of Rs (dote one)

I. nee partially or tentatively defined Is with no Ruch
to refine

2, consciously esplores options to derive or verify or

refine Re

3. never develope Re r s lv s ites without R

4. DNA

*difference between factor levels greater than or equal to 101

Percent

Alalogy Characteristic')

Nerd).

Ability Level Vocsbulery Rationale Correspondence

30.4 27.4 34,1 27.9 30.9 32.1 28.9 32.2 27.3

12,0 12.3 11,8 4.7 14,1* 11.5 12.3 11.3 13.0

14.1 11.3 17.6 16.3 13.4 15.4 13.2 13.9 14.3

7.9 7.5 8.2 2.3 9.4 5.1 916 11.3 13.0

11.0 7,5 15.3 16.3 9.4 9.0 12.3 11,3 10,4

5.8 5.7 5,9 4.7 6.0 3.8 7.0 7.8 2.6

18.8 28,3 7.1* 27.9 16.8* 23.1 16.7 12.2 29,9*

(58.01 (49.3 66,71* (77.8 38.21* 161,8 54.21 [52.8 63.21

2 .2 23.8 36.7* 43.3 19.0* 26.5 31.6 233 36.7a

50.0 47.6 53.3 46.7 52.4 53,0 4714 47.6 53.3

20.8 28,6 1.0* 1.0 28.6* 20.6 21.1 28.6 1,0*

(75.01 (70.8 79121 (79.2 70,81 MA 73.61 (70,8 79.21
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(in nearly 90 percent of tE=3_ ,e cases). Use of a criterion was affected by
ability (higirability subjcts used one more frequently) and by vocabulary
(use was more common for esier analogies).

The third question corz-acerned the strategy subjects used to decide
among two or more options hat they considered possible correct answers.
This situation occurred abog=sut 30 percent of the time. Under such circum-
stances subjects most freqlsamently evaluated the options on the basis of
previously defined criterla-it although they also redefined the original
criterion fairly frequently-w. The incidence of arbitrary selection of an
option was 16 percent. Str=ategy selection in these circumstances was
affected by ability, relationship, and correspondence. First , low-ability
subjects stated that there were a number of potential correct answers
less frequently than did hi_gh-ability subjects. Once they had identified
a set of potential answers however,, they tended to arbitrarily select one
option more frequently and to evaluate the options on the basis of
previously defined criterdam less frequently than did high-ability subje ts.
Second, relationship diffic -1.11ty also affected strategy. For analogies
with difficult relationship-sos , subjects tended to evaluate options by
appealing to criteria less frequently and to arbitrarily choose an option
or to choose an option for some reason other than a criterion reason more
frequently. Finally, corre =spondence was found to affect the use of all
four strategies. The incid _ence of appealing to previously defined
criteria or other reasons trz---as higher for analogies with overlapping
correspondence. On the oth._er hand, redefining criteria and arbitrarily
choosing an option were mor.-e common for analogies with independent
correspondence.

The strategies subject; s used when they did not know the meaning of
the vocabulary are describelomtl in Question V. This occurred about 42 percent
of the time and was more cor=rnmon for low-ability subjects and for difficult
vocabulary analogies. When subjects did not know a word, they most
frequently made search-type comments (i.e., what does that word mean?)
However, failure to make an= attempt to figure out the meaning of the
word was fairly common, espemecially among low-ability subjects and for
analogies with easy vocahulzT-ary, as well as for analogies with overlapping
correspondence. Two other .Tzw.c ommon, strategies involved inferences based on
other words or on relationsMil:s . Inferences based on other words were
more common for difficult vciw)caoulary items.

The final question section concerned the strategies subjeas
used when they recognized ed stated that they did not completely under-
stand the relationship betwen the stem words. This occurred in about 25
percent of the cases. When that did occur, subjects most frequently
tried to infer the relationship from an exploration of the options . The

second most common strategy was the application of a partial or incomplete
stem relationship. This stmrategy was more common for high-ability
subjects, for analogies witkia easy vocabulary, and for analogies with
overlapping correspondence. The third strategy, solving the item vithout
a relationship, was also fal=irly frequent and more common among low-ability
subjects and for analogies Ith difficult vocabulary and with independent
correspondence.
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Summary of Strategy Description. This section of the coding system
provided a qualitative description of the strategies that subjects used to
solve the analogies and of more specific strategies that they used in
certain conditions that constrained analogy solution. For the most part,
subjects used a relationship-centered strategy that consisted of initially
identifying the stem relationship and using it to guide or verify analogy
solution. When subjects had difficulty in initially identifying the stem
relationship, they often proceeded to examine the options and use this
information to develop the stem relationship or some other criterion for
solution. In only about 20percent of the instances did subjects not
attempt to formulate a stem relationship initially. In somewhat more
than half these instances, subjects developed an alternative criterion
for solution while they less frequently proceeded in an unsystematic and
random manner. Thus, in nearly 90 percent of the instances, subjects
adduced some criterion for their solution of the analogy.

Three situations were described that constrained analogy solution,
and subjects' strategies in these conditions were categorized. These
situations included identification of a set of more than one possible
correct answer, ignorance of some of the vocabulary, and inability to
understand the stem relationship clearly and/or completely. When sub-
jects recognized a set of competing options, they typically selected the
final answer by appealinc to previously defined criteria or by redefining
the criteria. Arbitrary selection of an option was less common. A
variety of strategies were used by the subjects to compensate for incom-
plete word knowledge. Most mAsmonly, subjects tried to recall the
meaning of the word in question or to infer its meaning from other
information in the analogy. Bmwever, failure to make any attempt to
derive the word meaning was also fairly common. Finally, when subjects
recognized that their formulation of the stem relationship was incomplete,
they most frequently explored the options in order to better define the
stem relationship. Another less frequently occurring strategy was
the application of a partial nelationship without further refinement.
However, analogies were solved without the application of a stem relation-
ship in about 21 percent of these instances.

Strategy was affected by ability level and by the characteristics
of the analogies. As expected, high-ability subjects tended to use
higher-level or more sophisticated strategies than did low-ability
subjects. For example, when discriminating among competing options,
high-ability subjects evaluated the options by appealing to a criterion
more often than did low-ability subjects, while low-ability subjects
arbitrarily choose an option more often than high-ability subjects did.
As in the process analysis, the pattern for vocabulary tended to parallel
that for ability group: higher-level strategies were more common for
easy-vocabulary analogies. Relationship difficulty had surprisingly few
effects on strategy. Although there was a tendency for relationship-
centered strategies to be more common for easy-relationship analogies,
this difference was not as striking as it was between the levels of the
o=her variables. The only area where relationship difficulty had a strong
Impact was on how subjects discriminated among competing options. In this
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situation, lower-level strategies were associated with difficult-
relationship analogies. Finally, correspondence had effects that paral-
leled ability and vocabulary to a surprising degree. Here, overlapping
correspondence was more frequently associated with higher-level strategies
than was independent correspondence.

Evaluation of Performance

The final section of the coding system consisted of the experimenters'
judgments of the subjects performance on the analogies in terms of the
subjects' knowledge of the vocabulary and their expression of the stem
relationship as well as the experimenters' evaluations of why a correct or
incorrect answer was obtained. The results for this section are reported
as percentages in Table 6. Again, the overall data are presented, and
the data are also presented separately for ability groups and for analogy
characteristics.

The first series of questions in this section concerned the experi-
menters' judgments of the subjects' knowledge of the vocabulary in the stem,
the correct answer, and the other options. Subjects clearly understood the
stem words in over 50 percent of the cases and apparently knew only one
word in 19 percent of the cases. Knowledge of the stem words was related
to all four of the independent variables. High-ability subjects appeared
to know both stem words more frequently and know only one stem word less
frequently than did low-ability subjects. The finding that subjects knew
both stem words was much more frequent for easy vocabulary analogies than
for difficult vocabulary items, while the opposite was true for the
category "knows only one stem word." Similarly, knowledge of stem words
was more common for analogies with easy relationships and with overlapping
correspondence. In addition, subjects appeared to know only one stem
word more frequently for analogies with independent correspondence. With
respect to words in the correct answer, the experimenters were unable to
score the subjects' knowledge in 19 percent of the instances. This effect
was stronger for low-ability subjects and for analogies with difficult
vocabularies, difficult relationships, and overlapping correspondence.
On the other hand, in a high percent of the scorable instances (72.5
percent), subjects appeared to know both key words. This effect was
greater in high-ability subjects, and for easy-vocabulary analogies and
easy-relationship analogies. The final question in this section concerned
knowledge of words in the remaining options. This information was
unscorable in nearly 30 percent of the instances, while subjects appeared
to know all the words in more than 55 percent of the instances. Once
again, the incidence of unscorability was higher for low-ability subjects
and for difficult-relationship analogies. High-ability subjects appeared
to know all the words more frequently than did low-ability subjects.
Words were known less frequently for difficult-vocabulary analogies and
for independent correspondence analogies. It is important to note that
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Table 6

Evaluation of Performance

Percent

Analogy Characteriatica_ _

Ability Vocabulary Relationahip Correspondence

pveroll iwUtgh jm jiff. East_piff. Oily"

I. WM Inowledge

A: Stem

I, appear' te know both stem words
56.5 44.6

2, oppears to knew only one otel word 19.0 24;7

3. dotan't know either stem word 3.6 4.3

4, knowledge of stem word(o) vague 6.5 7.0

5. knowledge of sten verge) clearly inaccurate
3.3 4.3

6. usel inspproptlste but valid meaning for item

word(o)

3.3 5.9

71 infera correct meaning of otea oard(0) after

conlideration of other information

4,5 4.3

8. knowledge of item words noticeable
3.3 4.8

B. Actual ley

1, appeal to know both verde it key 72.5 60.8

2, appears to knew only one mord in key
3.8 6.3

3. deeen't know either key word 0.3 0.7

4. knowledge pf key verge) vague
2.8 3.5

*difference between factor levels greater than or equal te 102

71.3* 81.0 44.5* 72.1 52.9* 54.0 70.4*

12,0* 7.5 32.9* 171 23.2 25,3 15.8*

2.7 0.0 7.7 2:0 5.8 6.0 2.0

6.0 4.8 74 4.1 7.7 6:1 5.3

2.0 2.0 2.6 1.4 3,2 2.7 2.0

0.0 2.7 0.6 0.7 2.6 1.3 2.0

4.7 1.4 3,9 1.4 3.9 4.0 1.3

1.3 0,7 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.0 1.3

84.0* 80,4 64.6* 83.9 61.0* 69.4 75.5

1.4 1.4 5.6 0.7 6.3 4,9 2.1

0.0 0.0 0.7 0,0 0.7 0.7 0.0

2.1 4.2 1.4 24 3.5 2.1 3.5

42
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Table 6 (tont.)

I. Word Kno, (cont.)

B. Actual ley (cont.)

S. knowledge of key word(s) clearly inaccurate

6. Wies inappropriate but valid waning for key

word(a)

7. infers correct aeaning of key word(o) ofter

consideration of other inforiatien

8. knowledge of key worda nnicorable

C. Other options

10 appears ta km all wordo it other options

2. doesn't know lone words in other options

3. doesn't know any worde In other options

4, knowledge of words in other options noncotehle

*difference between factor level greater than or equal to 10%

43

Percent

Analogy Characteriatito

Overall

Ability

low 11111..1E1A!!!.

Vocabulary Reletionship

Eaay,=_Plffi

Ctrrespondence

Indep. Overlap

1.0 0,0 2.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 0.0 2.8

0.7 0.7 0.7 0,0 1.4 0.0 1.4 0.0 1,4

0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0

18:8 28,0 9,7* 12:6 25.0* 11:9 25,7* 2.3 14.7*

55.5 47,5 63.8* 66,2 44,1* 57.4 53.5 50:1 60.3*

14.8 17.0 12.8 8.5 22,3* 17.7 12.0 16;2 13.5

0.0 0.0 0:0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

29,7 36.2 23.5* 25,4 34.0 24.8 34.5* 33:1 262
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Table 6 (cont.)

merit

Analogy:Characteristics

II. Degree of correc final formulation o StemlOgeglItp (R),

Overall

Ability

Hi h

Vocabulary

Eaey Diff.

Relationship

Eacy Diff,

Correspondence

Indep, Overis

I. foriulates R correctly at outset 47.9 39.6 56.3* 55.9 39.9* 60.6 35.4* 42.7 53.1*

2. fornulatea I correctly after conaideration of op ion pairs 10.8 8.3 13.4 11.2 10.5 7.7 13.9 10.5 11.2

3. formulate!' I partially correctly at outaet 10.5 10.4 10.6 13.3 7.7 4.9 16.0* 11.9 9.1

4. formulstei I partially correctly after conaideraft

of option

5.2 4.9 5.6 2.8 7.7 2.8 7.6 3.5 7.0

5. formulates I incorrectly st outlet 4.2 6.9 1.4 4.2 4.2 1.4 6.9 3.5 4,9

6. fornulates I incorrectly After conaideration of option pairs 9.8 11.1 8.5 8.4 11.2 11.3 8.3 12.6 7.0

7. Never forsulatee L 11.5 18.8 412* 4.2 18.9* 1113 11 8 15.4 7.7

III. Correct answer (chow one)

73.1 63.5 80.2* 82,1 62,5* 75,7 69.1 67.1 78.1*1. correct relationship and vocabulary

2. correct rclaUonahlp1 week vocabulary 9.7 10.8 8.9 41 16.3* 8.4 11.8 11,4 8.3

3. weak relationahip, correct vocabulary 4.6 4.1 5.0 7.4 1.3 4.7 4.4 5.1 4.2

4. soak relationahip and vocabulary 10.9 20.3 4.0' 6.3 16.30 9.3 13.2 12.7 9.4

5. chance gum - (uninformed, no procemaing of item) 1.7 1.4 2.0 0.0 3.8 1.9 1.5 3.8 0.0

6. DNA 383 48.6 2819* 33.6 44.1* 24.6 52:8* 44.8 32.9*

'difference between factor levele greater than or equal to 101



Table 6 (conc.)

IV. Incorrect timer NvIA

arcent

Ovmll
Ability

Lo_g14gh

W oo CbatactarieUca
Vocabulary

Eay Diff

Xelationabip

jy
cattespoodeace

Diff. ladoorla

1. Incorted forrAtion of stes or option relarionahip 22,8 16.9 32.6* 35,4 13.6: 19.4 24.4 22.4 23.4

la or Ro givro watery of vocabulary

2, incorrect apOlication of minnow gel or 25,4 26.8 231 35:4 18,2* 25,0 25.6 25.4 25.5

option relatlonabip Is or 10

3. ignorance of vocsielary in stet and/or optima prevents 20.2 22.5 16.3 12,5 25.8* 22.2 19.2 22.4 17.0
developed of relationship

4. ignorance of vocibuliry ludo to lowed relationship MI 28.2 27.9 16.7 36.4* 30.6 26.9 25.4 31.9

5. chance gum (uninforeed, no poetising of itea) 3.5 5,6 0.0 0.0 6.1 2.8 3.8 4.5 2.1

6. DNA
60.3 50.7 69.4* 66.4 54.2* 74.8 45.8* 53.5 67.1*

*difference between factor levels greater than or equal to 101
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the high incidence of unscorability for key and option words constrains
the interpretation of these results. For example, it is possible (but
not probable) that low-ability subjects knew as many key words as did
high-ability subjects; however, they did not provide any overt evidence
of this knowledge in their protocols.

The experimenters' judgments of how well subjects construed the stem
relationship is reported in Question II. Overall, subjects construed
this relationship correctly either initially or after consideration of
the options about 59 percent of the time. On the other hand, subjects
did not formulate the stem relationship at all 11 percent of the time. The
correct relationship was formulated more frequently by high-ability
subjects than low-ability subjects. In addition, low-ability subjects
were unable to formulate the relationship more frequently than were high-
ability ones. Similar effects were found for vocabulary. Relationships
were formulated correctly more frequently for easy-vocabulary analogies
than for difficult-vocabulary ones, and there was a higher incidence of
failure to formulate any relationship for the difficult-vocabulary
analogies. Relationship also affected performance. As might be expe ted,
the relationship was formulated correctly more often when it was easy
than when it was difficult. Furthermore, the development of relationships
that were only partially correct was more common When the relationships
were difficult. Finally, mor2e initially correct relationships were
formulated for analogies with overlapping correspondence than for
independent ones.

Question IiI concerned the experimenters' evaluations of how subjects
arrived at correct responses. Overall, subjects were correct slightly
more than 60 percent of the time. Correct answers were seldcla the result
of random guessing. When subjects were correct, they appeared both to
know the vocabulary and to construe the relationship correctly more than
70 percent of the time. High-ability subjects were correct more often
than low-ability subjects. However, it is interesting to note that there
were differences in how the two groups arrived at correct answers.
Low-ability subjects had a lower incidence of analogies solved correctly
on the basis of both good knowledge of the vocabulary and good statements
of the relationships, and they had a higher incidence of correct solutions
on the basis of weak vocabulary and relationships. Vocabulary also had
large effects on how analogies were solved. First, about 10 percent more
analogies with easy vocabulary were solved correctly than those with
difficult vocabulary. Given a correct solution, difficult-vocabulary
analogies, when compared with easy-vocabulary analogies, were solved less
frequently on the basis of both correct relationships and good word
knowledge and more frequently on the basis of correct relationships
despite weak vocabulary and of both weak relationships and vocabulary.
Relationship difficulty had the largest effect of any factor on the
correctness of analogy solution in that more than 50 percent of the
analogies with difficult relationships were not solved correctly.
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However, relationship difficulty did not affect the basis for correct
solutions. Finally, analogies with overlapping correspondence were
solved correctly more often, and were solved correctly on the basis of
both correct relationships and vocabulary more often, than were analogies
with independent correspondence.

The last question in this section concerned the basis for incorrect
solutions. The frequency of incorrect solutions is the complement of the
frequency of correct solutions described above and will not be restated
here.

Overall, incorrect solutions were due with nearly equal frequency
to incorrect formulations of relationships When vocabulary was known,
incorrect application of well-formulated relationships, failure to
formulate relationships, or incorrect formulation of relationships due
to ignorance of vocabulary. Wrong answers were seldom the result of
random guessing. The most frequently occurring source of errors for high-
ability subjects was an incorrect relationship given mastery of the
vocabulary, while low-ability subjects most often generated incorrect
relationships because of vocabulary difficulties or incorrectly applied
reasonable relationships. Vocabulary difficulty had multiple influences
on the basis for incorrect solution. For easy-vocabulary analogies,
incorrect solutions were most frequently the result of incorrect formula-
tions of relationships or the incorrect application of reasonable relation-
ships. On the other hand, incorrect solutions of difficult-vocabulary
analogies were based on ignorance of the vocabulary preventing the
development of or leading to incorrect formulations of the relationships.

Summary of Evaluation of Performance. Questions in this section of
the scor_ng systeM Ocuse oh t-e-sU jeCts apparent knowledge of the
vocabulary in the analogy items, their mastery of the central relationships
in the items, and the factors contributing to their selection of correct
or incorrect answers.

With regard to word knowledge, subjects demonstrated some difficulty
with stem vocabulary in about 40 percent of the instances but with key
vocabulary only about 8 percent of the time. As expected, low-ability
subjects had more difficulty with vocabulary than did high-ability
subjects, and all subjects had more problems with the words in difficult-
vocabulary analogies than in the easy-vocabulary ones. However, the
finding that relationship and correspondence were also related to word
knowledge was unexpected and suggests that the experimenters' attempts
to counterbalance vocabulary difficulty with the other two stimulus
characteristics were not entirely successful.

Overall, subjects formulated a correct or partially correct rela-
tionship initially in about 58 percent of the instances and, after
consideration of the options, in about 16 percent of the instances; they
were unable to formulate the relationship or formulated it incorrectly
about 26 percent of the time. Once again, ability level and vocabulary
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had similar effects. As might be expected, relationship difficulty also
influenced the formulation of the stem relationship, as did correspondence.

All the independent variables affected the frequency of correct solu-
tion. High-ability subjects, easy vocabulary, easy relationships, and
overlapping correspondence were all associated with a higher success rate.
Correct answers were most frequently based on good knowledge of the
vocabulary and well-formulated relationships. However, low-ability
subjects had a relatively high rate of correct solutions based on weak
vocabulary and poorly formulated relationships. For difficult-vocabulary
analogies the incidence of correct solutions despite poor word knowledge
was relatively high. With respect to the basis for incorrect responses,
the most interesting findings concerned vocabulary. Difficult vocabulary
led to an incorrect formulation of the relationship relatively frequently.
Although relationship difficulty had the largest impact on probability of
an incorrect solution, it did not differentially affect the way that such
solutions were attained.

Discussion

Helationshi o: Findin Previous Research

The results of this study generally are cons stent with findings of
other studies of cognitive processes in the solution of verbal
analogy problems. Previous studies employing protocol analysis
methods (Conolly & Wantman, 1964; Heller, 1979; Heller & Pellegrino,
1978; Whitely & Barnes, 1979) have found that subjects' organization
of problem solving is an important factor in the successful solution of
verbal analogies. Cognitive component studies (Sternberg, 1977, for
example) have identified a small number of information processes that
underlie solution of analogy problems. The present study drew on these
analyses of problem solving. Oral comments made by subjects during
problem solving were analyzed in terms of the cognitive activities
highlighted in cognitive components research, albeit with modifications
to fit the nature of the protocol data and problems under analysis. In
addition, subjects' problem-solving activities were characterized in
terms of global strategies that have also been investigated in previous
studies.

Consistent with earlier findings in cognitive research, we found
that subjects who were good at solving analogy problems tended to make
more inferences concerning relationships and to compare stem and option
relationships more. En contrast to previous research (e.g., Sternberg,
1977), we found evidence that high-ability subjects concentrate less on
the encoding of the problem information than do low-ability subjects.
This apparent disagreement with previous research may be due to metho-
dological differences between the present study and chronometric studies
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as well as differences in the concept of "encoding" across studies. There
is some ambiguity about whether the concept of encoding applies to the
encoding of the meaning of stem words alone, or includes encoding the
words in the options as well as fol-wulation of the stem relationship. in
this study, encoding comments were restricted to overt, verbalized evi-
dence that subjects were actively processing or searching for the
meanings of either stem or option words. We did not record encoding as
having occurred in the absence of such overt evidence even if it had
obviously occurred covertly. One important methodological difference
between this study and most other studies of analogies was in the presen-
tation format of the analogy problems. In most other studies, the
analogies were of the form A:B::C: , while in the present study only
the A:B pair was given and the C:D pair, rather than just the D term, had
to be selected from among the options. Ln addition, it is also important
to note that the dependent variables differ between this study (frequency
of overt comments) and chronometric studies (time to execute a hypothetical
process). Thus, the relationship between our results and those of chrono-
metric studies is indirect, though a reasonable degree of agreement can
be expected.

Encoding comments in our study occurred more frequently when analogi
involved difficult vocabulary. We found that subjects were more thorough
in their processing of options when vocabulary was easy.

Consistent with previous research (Heller & Pellegrino, 1978;
Rumelhart & Abrahamson, 1973,) we found that subjects were influenced
by the occurrence of semantic connections in the meanings of words making
up analogy problems. We found that analogies with overlapping semantic
correspondences among stem and key terms were more likely to be solved
successfully on the basis of correctly inferred relationships and vocabulary.
This finding is consistent with the previous research cited, which tound
that subjects judge completed analogies as more appropriate when their
terms are semantically related, and that they are more likely to solve
analogies involving semantically related terms.

Our results are consistent with previous findings suggesting that
high-ability individuals are more organized in their analogy problem solv-
ing than are those with low ability. Like Heller (1979) and Alderton,
Goldman, and Pellegrino (1985), we found that high-ability subjects tended
to be more systematic and comprehensive in their analysis of problem
information and in their decision making.

Implicat ons for Test Develo ment

The results of the present study have several implications tar
test development. While test developers may have intuitively anticipated
a number of the findings, concrete evidence of certain features of
analogy items permits them to turn intuitions of varying degrees of
plausibility into guidelines for item and test development. In addition,
the study provides much information that could not have been obtained
without investigating actual examinee performance. Finally, the protocols
provide a unique opportunity for test developers to witness test takers`
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minds at work; this can be of great human as well as practical interest.
The implications of our results for writing instructional materials
for examinees and for test and item development are discussed in the
following sections.

Instpactional_Materials. The results would suggest that most exaxni
understand the basic task of analogy items and, on the whole,

approach the solution of analogies sensibly. The fact that 62 percent of
the time subjects utilized an "ideal" strategy (first derlving and then
applying the stem relationship) and that 82 percent of the time their
strategies involved the derivation and application of a word-pair
relationship would suggest that they understood the general requirements
of analogy solution. Furthermore, the process analysis suggests that
high- and low-ability examinees do net differ markedly (with the excep-
tion of encoding) in the basic activities in which they engage to solve
analogies. This has relevance to instructional or self-help materials
prepared for examinees (such as the Information_Bulletin): such materials
would be improved if they helped examinees to refine this basic strategy
by suggesting that they develop a set of secondary strategies. (Of course,
such materials should continue to emphasize the importance of systematic
solution of analogies based upon evaluation of word-pair relationships.)

In addition to emphasizing the overall strategy, the brief "tips"
section in the Information Bulletin includes two other suggestions
that the results described above suggest are associated with success
on GRE analogies: considering each option and reevaluating the
stem relationship when more than one option appears plausible. These
suggestions could be expanded and strengthened on the basis of study
results to include more emphasis on (1) evaluating the fit of the stem
relationship to each of the option pairs (rather than simply "reading"
each answer choice, as the Bulletin suggests), wherever possible arriving
at a decision with regard to the appropriateness of that option (e.g.,
definitely not the answer, possibly the answer, etc.), and wherever
possible articulating a reason for that decision, and (2) the usefulness
of first eliminating the most implausible options and then refining the
definition of the stem relationship-to help discriminate among the
remaining options.

Other "tips" or strategies were suggested in part by the findings
discussed above and in part by notes made by the experimenters as they
scored protocols. Examinees should be encouraged to define th stem
relationship in as precise detail as possible; for example, fol the stem
pair FLOWCHART:PROCEDURE, subjects who defined the relationship "a flow-
chart shows you a procedure" were more likely to be tripped up by a close
distracter in the item than were subjects who defined the relationship
more precisely, for example, "a flowchart is a graphic representation of
a procedure." Examinees should be instructed to pay attention to the
part of speech of the words in the stem pair when formulating the
relationship between the words; trying to formulate a relationship using
one (or both) of the words in a part of speech different from that of the
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given word is likely to create obstacles to the correct application of
the relationship. A number of other suggestions for examinees might be
derived from the protocols with further analysis. The usefulness of
making assoeiations between the first words or the second words in the
stem and an option (rather than associating the relationships) might be
discussed--it is, however, a strategy to be treated with great care.
Another area for possible discussion would be strategies for working wi h
items in which some words are unfamiliar or the relationships difficult to
derive.

Test and item Develo ment. Perhaps the most salient features of
these results for test and item development are the considerable effect
of relationship difficulty on whether an item is solved correctly and the
considerable effect of vocabulary difficulty on how an item is solved.
These findings relate not only to the development of items but to general
considerations about what analogies appear to measure and how the analogy
item type might be modified.

The finding that relationship difficulty appears to have considerable
effect on whether an item is solved correctly--that is, on the difficulty
of an item--is reassuring to the test development concern that analogies
not be primarily a "vocabulary" item type. However, the fact that the
effect of relationship difficulty was confounded to a greater degree than
we had expected with vocabulary difficulty prevents us at this point
from drawing further conclusions about the role of relationship difficulty
on item difficulty. However, one interesting finding of the study is
that relationship difficulty has considerably less impact than vocabulary
difficulty on the way in wh!.ch examinees approach analogy solution.

Of the three stimulus dimensions, vocabulary had the greatest number
of effects on the activities described in the process analysis as well as
on the strategies employed by subjects. Poor vocabulary appears to have
been the major factor in about half the instances of incorrect solutions
to items. In addition, difficult vocabulary seemed to "derail" subjects
more than did difficult relationships. When vocabulary was difficult,
subjects made fewer inference and comparison comments, processed fewer
options, and employed the "ideal" strategy less often. Difficult relation-
ships did not have this effect of lowering the incidence of "desirable"
behavior, nor did easy relationships have the opposite effect of encouraging
these behaviors, as did easy vocabulary items. When subjects failed to
formulate any relationships at all in the solution of items, vocabulary
had a large effect and relationship almost none at ail.

Such a pattern could reasonably have been expected. When examinees
do not know a word in a word pair, they are unlikely to make up an arbitrary
relationship and apply it to other word pairs; rather, they will engage in
other activities to compensate for their vocabulary difficulties.
Examinees generally know When they do not know the meaning of a word.
They less frequently recognize when they have not fully grasped the
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relationship between words in a pair. Our findings suggest that difficut
relationships seem less likely than difficuat vocabulary to distret exam-
nees from what they appear to recognize as good analogy-solving behavior
it might be said that the subjects in this study were less intimidated br
difficult relationships tban by difficult 43cabu1ary.

Theoretically, if one wished to emphasi_ze the reasoning component 1=-i
analogy items, one would eliminate difficuL -t words and try to compensate
for the loss in difficulty contributed by ardocabulary by, for example,
thcreasing the number of items with diffict relationships and reducing
the number of overlapping items. Practical_ ly speaking, it would -be a
challenging but not impossible task to produce the requisite numbers of
high-difficulty items for the GRE Program ral-t.ile reducing the use of
difficult words. It would be challenging Lri. part because difficuat rela
tionships often depend upon precision or firie distinctions in definition--
In addition, difficult items depend upon thLe use of close distracters,
which also often depend upon fine distincti_c)ms in definition. The
vocabulary issue might thus reappear in dif ferent guise. In other words,
vocabulary arid relationship difficulty may -be inextricably linked in
analogy items that are appropriate for the CZR.E. Further research that
more rigorously analyzed the impact of vocabulary and relationship
difficulty on item difficulty would help to illuminate this issue - Such
research would permit more informed discuss ion about what the analogy
item type should measure, whether analogy i -tems currently being develope
are appropriate, and whether modifications .m.re feasible.

However, the findings of this study wi rh respect to the roles of
relationship and vocabulary suggest one mod ification in analogy item
writing that is possible .a_t present: reduc nIng the incidence of difficul
vocabulary words in the stems. Since examiriees appear to be more easily
"derailed" by difficult vncabulary than by tzlifficult relationships, this
modification would probably lead to greater examinee concentration on
developing and applying the stem relationshd_p, One possible conclusion
from the study data is tht examinees are Less bothered by words -they do
not know in options than they are by words rhey do not know in the stern--
quite reasonably, since knowledge of stem 1..r.ords is essential to developirmg
a reliable relationship on the basis of whih the item is solved. This
modification would give greater emphasis to the reasoning component in
analogy items, and would probably increase examinee perceptions of
analogies as more a measure of verbal reasorlinA than of vocabulary.
However, it should oe borne in mind that it might prove difficult to
produce the requisite number of high diffic u_lty items if such a raodi a
nion were made.

The relationship of correspondence to 3.bject performance seems in
general to parallel that of vocabulary, wit-h overlapping items producing
some of the same effects that easy vocabulary items did. Again, it migh=
reasonably have been expeted that overlappi-_mg items would be associated
with greater efficiency in solving arialogie since the presence of
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overlap often provides the examinee with a bas s other than relationsiip
on Which to make associations between stem and correct zunswer. The
findings relating to correspondence are useful for tes,..= development
staff, who will now have a better understanding of its role.

With regard to current test specifications, our study tends to
support the usefulness of the correspondence category. On the other
hand, it also suggests that ratings of vocabulary and 2=e1ationship
difficulty might be appropriate elements to consider i classifying
items. It would probably be no more difficult to achiemo.kre consensus on
What constitutes, for example, an easy or difficult rel_ationship than it
currently is for item writers to achieve consensus on v.odiat constitutes an
independent or overlapping item. On the other hand, tt-ae very process of
assembling a ORE test--which involves choosing items offf a range of
difficulty--almost inevitably results in a range of voi--abulary and
relationship difficulty among the items since these fesmtureS appear to be
major contributors to item difficulty.

In terms of item development, the results of this study confirm the
general strategies utilized by test developers and sugest possible
refinements. In a sense, for every "tip" or suggestiorm that is provided
to instruct examinees, there is a corresponding stratey item writers
can employ. Most obviously--with regard to the stimuiLmus dimensions
investigated in this study--item writers can, to a cer=zain extent,
control vocabulary level, complexity of relationship, eLrld correspondence,
as well as combinations of these dimensions. At a more refined level,
they can control the number of close distracters, there-by eliciting more
or less refining of the stem relationship by examinees= two or more
options can be developed that parallel a general relatf_tbnship borne by
the stem words, while only one of the options parallels= a more detailed
statement of the stem relationsaip. Item writers can it.Ernipulate the
semantic relationship between the two stem terms: for Emample, the more
natural part of speech in the definition of a word-pait- relationship
might be changed to add complexity to the relationship or the more
natural order of words in a relationship might be rever-sed. Item writers
can also, with care, develop distracters that work off Dif associations
among first words (or among second words) across two or- more pairs whose
relationships do not match. As with advice to examinee13, other suggestions
for item writers might be elicited from further analysizs of the protocols.

Because of the pilot nature of this study, only ce,artain character-
istics of analogy items were examined in relation to eKmminee performance.
The study did not undertake to examine in a rigorous wa_2y the interrelation-
ships among these characteristics. Other features of a_-rl,alogies might be
investigated--for example, areas of the content specifi_a=ations that were
not incorporated in this study and dimeasions of word-plir and interword
relations. The protocols collected for this study them:selves could be
analyzed for further information, such as the relationlp of examinee
perceptions of difficulty to actual difficulty and to Litem characteristics,
or the characteristics of wrong answer choices.
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The Us- -lness of Protocol Method o

Collection and analysis of verbal comments made by subjects in
this study proved productive, and the results of the study suggests that
similar procedures could be used in analyzing thinking skills used by
examinees solving other GRE verbal item types. One major benefit derived
from the use of protocol analysis stands out. Use of protocol methods
permitted systematic collection of evidence on what examinees think about
as they solve GRE analogy items. The protocols we have collected are a
valuable resource for the GRE Program, GRE test development staff, and
cognitive researchers. The data, for the first time, document examinees'
perceptions of analogy items and the problem-solving processes that under-
lie solution of analogies.

Of course, one can question ,Whether the collected protocols legiti-
mately represent what examinees actually do when confronted with analogy
problems under actual testing conditions. There simply is no way to
answer this concern directly. Any scientific method of performance
analysis requires an assessment intervention, and this might entail a
distortion of the phenomena under study. We believe, however, that our
findings do, in large part, represent important aspects of What examinees
actually do as they solve analogy problems in the GRE. Other research
might be conducted to investigate Whether variations in protocol analysis
methods lead to evidence of behavior similar to or different from what
was found in the present study.

To the extent our protocol methods do not represent a serious
distortion of cognitive behaviors underlying solution of GRE analogy
items, we have helped in evaluating the construct validity of the analogy
item type. Our findings make sense in light of other cognitive research
on verbal analogy problem solving, and thus we can begin to have some
confidence that we know what analogy items measures based on cognitive
research and theory.

Our approach to protocol analysis was in large part successful
because we drew on previous cognitive research to aid us in developing
our analytical approach, though it must be emphasized that our knowledge
of test development and familiarity with the GRE analogy item type
contributed as well to our approach and analysis. This combination of
cognitive theory and test development approaches would appear important
to future efforts to analyze performance on other GRE verbal item types.

A final comment should be made about future directions for research
in this area. Construct validity studies of the sort described here are
valuable in that they document the basic cognitive processes that under-
lie performance on items in college and graduate school admissions tests.
A further challenge exists, however, in more completely establishing the
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construct validity of such items. This challenge is to demonstrate that
there are direct and verifiable connections between the cognitive process
es required to solve test items and the cognitive processes required to
perform actual academic tasks in college and graduate school. Thus,
links between psychological theories of cognitive processes, admissions
testing, and instructional practice might be developed. Such an integra
tion of theory, testing, and instruction would support the development
of testing instruments that would be an integral part of instructional
practice and special programs designed to systematically develop in
students those cognitive skills necessary for higher education.
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